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With another season in the record books it is a great opportunity to reflect. 
2013/14 was a difficult year on and off the pitch. The ground redevelopment 
in particular has been a major challenge and has unfortunately spilled over 
into the 2014/15 season. The Committee will continue to work hard to 
minimise the effects on all members and to keep you updated with any and 
all updates. The training facilities and the park as a whole will be a big point 
of pride for the Club once completed and we look forward to being able to 
share that with everyone. !
Let’s begin with the Senior Club. With the ground development, the home 
ground became Orakei Domain for our two-day sides. Coupled with Anthony 
Bowler taking over the coaching reigns of the Premier team, the Club began 
a new era. Sadly, the high player turnover from last season, and during this 
one, meant that the ability to develop a strong Senior Club was constantly 
under adversity. As a result the Premiers, Premier Reserves and Senior A all 
finished bottom of their two day competitions.  !
While the results are very disappointing, the Club is working hard with 
Anthony to ensure that these teams begin to head in the right direction. This 
season saw the emergence of the previous year’s Under 18 teams into the 
Senior two-day grades for the first time. Many of these boys started in Senior 
C2 and worked their way up all the way to Senior A by the end of the season. 
The strength of the Club going forward will rely heavily on these players and 
the middle of the table finishes for the two Senior C teams are strongly 
reflective of this. Several of these boys made representative teams which are 
listed below. Personal thanks go to Avi Singh and David Trounson for giving 
up numerous hours in attending and organising trainings and those long, 
rigorous Thursday night selection meetings. !
Results for our Senior one-day sides were mixed but special praise must go 
to our President’s Grade side, ably managed by the wily David Woolford, 
who finished second and made the final for the first time in several years on 
the back of a well-fostered team culture and some stellar team and individual 
performances. The dedication of this group of players over the age of 40 will 
hopefully serve as inspiration for all of our Senior sides next season. !
As for the Junior Club, our strong junior program continued with the 
presence of three Year 3 teams, two Year 4 and two Year 5 teams, one Year 
6, one Year 7 and one Year 9/10 team. This season the Club decided to 
honour its Life Members who have given so much over the years by naming 
our Junior teams after them. This proved a wildly successful initiative with 
many Life Members taking a keen interest in their team’s progress and even 
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attending games on occasion. We once again thank the Life Members for 
their continuing commitment to the Club.  !
On top of this the Nursery Grade numbers continue to remain strong with our 
Co-Ordinator and Life Member, Mark Benefield, continuing to deliver a great 
service to the 50+ Juniors who found out about the beauties of cricket for the 
very first time. We greatly appreciate Mark’s unstinting efforts which remain 
ongoing after 16 seasons of conducting a top-quality Nursery program. !
The Club wishes to also warmly thank all parents and volunteers who found 
time in their busy schedules to organise and coach. Without your hard work 
and commitment the Club would struggle to function. The Club will aim to 
have more contact than ever to ensure that your job is no harder than it 
needs to be.   !
I would also like to thank the College Rifles Rugby Football Club. This season 
we began a relationship that would provide an avenue for College Rifles 
members who are Year 5 and younger (soft ball cricket) to begin playing our 
great game. The relationship expanded to include the Nursery Grade 
program and added a Year 3 team. Most importantly, the effects from the 
ground development have been mitigated as we were able to use their 
artificial fields for Saturday softball games. Thank you to Cameron Rope and 
College Rifles and we hope to grow and foster this relationship going 
forward.  !
There were a few notable performances in Junior cricket which need to be 
recognised as recognition more often than not leads to repetition: !
• Seth Gupwell (Year 9/10A Barry Frost) scored 103 not out on the last day of 

both the season and his side’s two-day match versus North Shore at 
Belmont Intermediate School 

• Year 9/10A Barry Frost (coached by Shane Wilson) won a pennant for their 
section of the One Day Competition with the perfect record of five wins 
from five games! 

• Our Girls Under 10 St Mary’s team (coached by David Caird) won a 
pennant for the Mini Hearts Pre-Christmas Module at Melville Park 

• Monte-Carlo Maynard (Year 7A Brynley Goodger) averaged 49.14 with the 
bat this season and passed the half-century mark on four occasions with a 
top score of 60 

• Kuvam Manon (Year 7A Brynley Goodger) took 16 wickets for the season !
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While the Senior Club continues to have Dean Bartlett, an Auckland Aces 
contracted player and first-class representative, as its major source of pride, 
the Junior members continue to make Central Representative sides. This 
season congratulations go to the following players who achieved this level of 
excellence: !
• Kuvam Manon (PSB Development 1) 
• Jacob Carroll (PSB Development 2) 
• Aston Avery (Under 16 A) 
• Jean-Pierre (JP) Dickson (Under 18 Development) 
• Vivek Pundir (Under 18 Development) 
• Sam Edkins (Under 18 Development) 
• Divanga Doluweera (Under 18 Development) 
• Dinul Cooray (Under 18 Development) 
• Anubhav Thapa (Under 18 A) !
Further congratulations go to Anubhav who, on top of being a regular 
member of the St Kentigern College 1st XI, performed exceptionally with 
both bat and ball at the Under 18 District tournament to earn selection for the 
Auckland Under 17 side which then competed in the National Under 17 
tournament held at Karori Park in Wellington in January. !
Our staff also deserve thanks for their work during the season. The efforts of 
Kat Gallagher (Bar Manager), Anthony Bowler (Premier Coach) and Linda 
Baker (Club Administrator) are much appreciated. Additionally our Club 
Manager Adil Sheriff departed at the end of the season. !
Lastly, I would like to thank my fellow Committee Members whose work 
continues to ensure that the Club runs as smoothly as possible. Without 
these people I would not be able to do my job effectively.  !
• Kris Baker – Chairman 
• Avi Singh – Vice President, Secretary, Communications Manager 
• Matt Wall – Treasurer 
• Shane Wilson – Junior Chairman 
• Robert Harman – Club Captain 
• David Woolford – Girls Co-Ordinator 
• Jacinth Gutla – Website Manager, Club Statistician 
• Ajay Balaraman – Men’s Grade Cricket Player Representative 
• Celia Cavanagh-Briggs – Committee Member !
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!
Rear:- Jacinth Gutla (Website Manager/Club Statistician), Avi Singh (Vice President/Club Secretary/

Communications Manager), Robert Harman (Club Captain), David Woolford (Girls Co-Ordinator)  
Front:- Adil Sheriff (Club Manager), Milan Jasarevic (President), Kris Baker (Chairman), Matt Wall 

(Treasurer), Shane Wilson (Junior Chairman)  
Absent:- Nevil Bulsari (Committee Member) !

We hope you all have a good winter and come raring to go for a very 
exciting 2014/15 season. If you ever feel you need to discuss anything, my 
email address is milanjasarevic@hotmail.com and I look forward to hearing 
from you. !
All the best! !
Milan Jasarevic 
Club President 
Ellerslie Cricket Club 2013-14  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Premiers!
Coached by Anthony Bowler, Captained by Marc Carmody 

Rear:- Matthew Scott, Andrew Scott, Madhup Mudiraj, Jacinth Gutla  
Middle:- Harry Bliss, Milan Jasarevic, Anthony Bowler (Coach), Steve Venville, Matt Newman  

Front:- Dean Bartlett, Matt Drum, Marc Carmody (Captain), Mathimugan Thanabalasingham, Avi Singh, Matt 
Wall 

Absent:- Kris Baker, Neil Bisman, Matt Drake, Sheldon Kearns, Farshad Khan, Jagmeet Singh, Jasjeet 
Singh !

The 2013/2014 season saw yet more changes in personnel. The first big 
change was Anthony Bowler as the Premier Coach. In what proved a difficult 
season, I think Anthony can be happy with the changes he effected and the 
culture he is starting to build within the top squad. Hopefully the majority of 
the squad will be around for some time and give Anthony the best chance to 
build the top teams into teams looking for promotion in the near future. !
We were fortunate this season with the efforts of both Anthony and Matt Wall 
over the winter working to bring a number of overseas recruits to bolster the 
playing roster after losing key performers from the previous season. Joining 
the club were Farshad Khan from the Netherlands along with Harry Bliss and 
Randy Rampersad from the UK. While Farshad eventually had to return 
home early due to injury, Harry and Randy were regulars in the top squad 
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and could be counted on to be somewhere near the bar at all Club functions. 
Both were great additions and hopefully we can build on this season’s 
overseas players and look for a continued overseas presence in the top 
team. !
Once again we started the season against one of the competition favourites 
Takapuna. After losing the first game, we followed up with a close loss to 
East Coast Bays before getting our first win of the season against Eden 
Roskill on the back of a solid contribution from Harry Bliss (79 off 91) and a 
crucial partnership between Matt Newman and Milan Jasarevic to take us 
home. The final one day game before Christmas was a losing effort against 
Auckland University.  !
After the Christmas break, we started back up with a loss to Papatoetoe 
despite a fielding effort I wished we could emulate more often. We then 
played North Shore and after North Shore set a considerable total, we put 
ourselves in a position to win with the best partnership of the year of 133 
runs between Matt Drum (107 off 113) and Stephen Venville (49 off 76) 
before the middle order failed to get going, resulting in a 23-run loss. We 
finished our one day campaign with a loss to Cornwall at Cornwall Park with 
a Matt Wall 72 from 70 balls the main contribution.  !
The Twenty20 competition involved 3 round robin games followed by the 
finals series. Led by Matt Wall in this format once again, we struggled to post 
the scores required to win games. After the first game was washed away in 
the rain there were two losses to Howick Pakuranga and Auckland University. 
In the Plate quarter-final, we played eventual plate champions Cornwall. In a 
low-scoring game, Cornwall ended up winning on the back of their overseas 
professional with just over 3 overs left to bat.  !
The two day competition saw the start of play on grass and our first game on 
our temporary home, Orakei Domain. We started the competition with a hard 
fought, rain affected draw with Eden Roskill. The second game saw a tight 
finish with Waitakere needing 8 runs to win with their last partnership - 
unfortunately we could not get the last wicket meaning a heart-breaking loss 
for the team. We bounced back really well the following weekend with a first 
innings victory over Cornwall. A key spell of bowling from Matt Scott (5 for 
39) with a depleted bowling lineup saw us bowl Cornwall out for 103 on their 
home turf. After getting first innings we eventually lost reverse outright 
chasing maximum points. We then ended 2013 with a first innings loss to 
North Shore and a crushing defeat to Auckland University. !
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After the completion of the limited-overs games, we played the second 
round of the two day competition starting again with Eden Roskill. An outright 
loss and a rain affected first innings loss against Waitakere saw us slide to 
the bottom of the table. Our next game against Cornwall saw us finish 50 
runs short on first innings despite the best efforts of Madhup Mudiraj with 83 
after Matt Newman had picked up 6-78 with the ball in another Honours 
Board performance. We then turned that around with a reverse outright of 
our own with Matt Newman hitting the winning boundary off the last ball of 
the day. Our second game against North Shore saw another first innings loss 
but a notable performance from Andrew Scott claiming 6 for 40, his first 
Premier six-wicket bag. The final game ended with a last gasp outright loss 
to Auckland University who ended up winning promotion.  !
While overall a disappointing season results wise, we showed glimpses of 
what we are capable of against some of the stronger teams in the 
competition. Next season it will be about getting consistent performances to 
improve and build towards promotion in the not too distant future. Thank you 
to Frank ’Bomber’ Lancaster as he continued the much appreciated work of 
scoring and completed his 33rd season scoring for Ellerslie. 
  
Special mention again this year must go to Dean Bartlett who spent most of 
the season in the Auckland Aces squad. Also Matt Newman again took more 
than 50 wickets, ranking him 4th overall. Scoring 276 runs on top of those 
wickets, Matt thoroughly deserved his Player of the Year award and will 
continue to be a key player in the Ellerslie Premier side in seasons to come.  !
Marc Carmody 
Captain 
Ellerslie Premiers 2013-14  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Premier Reserves!
Captained by Kailesh Patel and Milan Jasarevic 

Rear:- Jacinth Gutla, Raghavan Thatta, Keshav Mohan, Kailesh Patel (Captain)  
Middle:- Daniel Samuel, Harry Bliss, Rob Harman, Dipesh Patel  

Front:- Avi Singh, Melvyn Lucas, Randy Rampersad, Rohan Dawson, Anubhav Thapa, Ryan Wall  
Absent:- Neil Bisman, Toby Goodwin, Tom Harris, Madhup Mudiraj, David Murphy, Andrew Scott, Jagmeet 

Singh, Mathimugan Thanabalasingham !
2013/14 was a season full of change for the Premier Reserve team with many 
players having moved on, captain Matthew Scott being promoted to the 
Premier team, the home ground being moved to Orakei Domain and a new 
coach in Anthony Bowler. As a result youth formed the nucleus of a squad 
previously well-resourced in experience whilst Kailesh Patel took over the 
captaincy. !
Following a strong preseason training regimen, the season began in October 
with one day cricket on the artificials. Three wins from three against Parnell, 
Kumeu Sri Lanka and Waitakere came on the back of strong batting 
performances from Avi Singh (50 v Parnell and 95 v Kumeu), the season’s 
first six-wicket bag from Tom Harris and Rag Thatta’s seven wickets at a 
miserly economy rate. The side exhibited its adaptability by bowling Parnell 
and Waitakere out for under 200 and chasing down the targets whilst setting 
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a mammoth 314-7 against Kumeu before defending it comfortably to win by 
139 runs. !
As the season moved into two day cricket, the momentum slowly 
disappeared as weather, inconsistency and a heavy movement of players 
from higher and lower teams plagued the team. Against Waitakere and 
Cornwall, two wins were turned into draws as weather intervened whilst a 
plague of injuries hit the team in a difficult match against Parnell which saw 
an outright defeat narrowly avoided courtesy of newcomer Madhup Mudiraj’s 
unbeaten 77, matching his output against Cornwall.  !
In the remaining games there was not too much to write home about, apart 
from Andrew Scott getting the second six-wicket bag of the season to bowl 
Kumeu out for 100 and Ryan Wall’s quickfire half-century against Birkenhead 
which lifted the team score from 160-9 to 236.  !
Post Christmas. the format changed back to one-day cricket but the team 
personnel had changed substantially from that which took the field in 
October. The team’s fielding let it down in losses to Auckland University and 
Eden Roskill whilst a scrappy victory against fellow grade strugglers 
Birkenhead highlighted the inconsistent performances of the previous few 
months. A close loss against Cornwall meant the team finished fourth in the 
one day competition to narrowly miss out on reaching the final. It needs to be 
said that in the Club’s Premier Reserve history this is the best finish we have 
had.  !
As the format changed back to two day cricket, sadly the performances did 
not improve much and the team was left struggling to avoid relegation after 
first innings losses to Eden Roskill and Auckland University, Milan Jasarevic 
having taken over as captain for the remainder of the season after the first of 
these fixtures. Fifties to Ryan Wall and Harry Bliss (x2) in the former and 
latter games respectively proved the only highlights.  !
After the two-dayer at Kumeu saw the home side pile up 375 before the 
second day was washed out, a solitary reverse outright against Eden Roskill 
came at the end of the season with some superb individual performances. 
Rag Thatta’s 98 after being promoted to open the batting, Kailesh Patel’s 71 
and Toto Charles’ five-wicket bag showed that there is still plenty of talent 
coming through to offer the potential for success in 2014/15. An exciting 
season awaits.  !
Milan Jasarevic 
Captain 
Premier Reserves 2013-14  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Senior A!
Captained by Ajay Balaraman and many others 

Rear:- Anand Gajelli, Ronash Jattan, Adil Sheriff, Tim Phua  
Middle:- Corey Parr-Thomson, Sam Edkins, Tony Bartlett  

Front:- Swaran Sandhu, Ajay Balaraman (Captain), Dhruv ‘Toto’ Charles, Manish Tomar, Animesh Joshi, 
Jason Redmond 

Absent:- Jon Cowley, Peter Drum, Joe Ganner, Melvyn Lucas, Keshav Mohan, David Murphy, Raghavan 
Thatta !

The 2013/2014 season for the Men’s Senior A side was fairly a disappointing 
one. The season started off with the squad missing a few key players from 
the previous season but did have a lot of new hopefuls. The team lacked 
consistency though and ran through 9 different captains, of which I was the 
most regular, during the season. All this amounted to the team not being able 
to put one win together for the season and facing the loaded barrel of the 
relegation gun to Senior B1. !
There were a few positives in the season though. The initial Senior A pre-
season squad saw five players move up and have the opportunity to play for 
the Premier Reserves, one making the Premier squad. Those players were 
Rag Thatta, Toto Charles, Keshav Mohan, Melvyn Lucas (the captain in 
2012/2013) and Madhup Mudiraj, who ended up representing the Club at 
Premier level. There were a few other players that also chipped in with a few 
games for the Premier Reserves. 
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The season also saw the inclusion of Under 18 boys in Men’s Two-Day Grade 
cricket where they were initially a closed shop Senior C2 team. A few 
impressive performances allowed some of the Under 18 boys to move up to 
Senior A after Christmas. The regulars were Khalil Thomas, who at the age of 
15 did an amazing job taking the gloves for the second half of the season, 
and Dinul Cooray, another product of the Under 18 boys who ended up 
taking the new ball on several occasions and making life tough for the 
opposition batsmen. These Under 18 boys showed a lot of potential and 
could well represent the Club at Premier Reserves or Premier level in the 
future. 
  
There were a few other key performers for the team. Keshav Mohan, who 
played for the Senior C1 team last season, ended up with big scores several 
times for the Senior A team and was rewarded with the captaincy (briefly) 
before securing a position in the Premier Reserves as an opener.  Keshav 
scored several fifties with a high score of 85 against Hibiscus Coast. Trevor 
Loots is another batsman who took on the opening role and reached the 
thirties and forties consistently. Trevor scored 52 runs in the same match with 
Keshav against Hibiscus Coast in the course of putting up an opening 
partnership of 97. Toto Charles was another new addition to the team from 
Senior C1 who was also rewarded with a Premier Reserves spot for his left-
arm orthodox spin bowling. Toto managed to tie down the opposition 
batsmen and more often than not, he picked up a few wickets at a low 
economy rate. !
The team did struggle a lot this year but is looking to improve the 
performances for the next season. The team was full of dedicated players 
that strived to push hard every game and I can say that it was a pleasure to 
be a part of the team on and off the field. 
  
Thanks go to Adil Sheriff, our squad coach, who did an amazing job as a 
player-coach to hold the team and players together in this particularly rough 
season. 
  
I look forward to seeing this team put this season behind them and go in 
strong into the 2014/2015 season and hopefully take the title to regain their 
place in the Senior A grade. !
Ajay Balaraman 
Captain 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Senior C1!
Captained by James Blair 

Rear:- David Trounson (Manager), Jean-Pierre Dickson, Corey Parr-Thomson, Nico Trounson, Ajay 
Balaraman, Adil Sheriff  

Front:- Bhavya Patel, Adrian Austin, James Blair (Captain), Tim Phua, Anand Gajelli, Jason Redmond  
Absent:- Balaji Srinivasan Bakthavathsalam, Ian Blair, Nathan Benefield, Melvin Bulsari, Nevil Bulsari, Jon 

Cowley, Avantha Hewavitharana, Manish Patel, Foram Rawal, Navtej Singh, Ramneek Singh, Max Snowden !
It was a game of two halves for Senior C1 in the 2013/2014 season. !
Despite some strong performances with both bat and ball in late 2013, 
including a 49-ball 94 from Manish Patel (against Hibiscus Coast) and tons 
for both Avantha ‘Super Sub’ Hewavitharana (against Papatoetoe) and Tim 
‘Chee’ Phua (against Hibiscus Coast) along with Adil Sheriff’s 77 and Corey 
‘CPT’ Parr-Thomson’s first 5-wicket bag for Ellerslie (both against Waitakere), 
results were mixed. The team went through a period of struggling to field a 
full XI and it showed on the field. However, in saying that we did put together 
a pair of gutsy wins against Hibiscus Coast in both the one-day and two-day 
formats. !
In 2014, the young guns of Ellerslie Cricket Club were unleashed and with 
the help of players like Josh Adams, Sam Edkins, Khalil Thomas, Anand 
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Gajelli and so many more, we became a real force. We concluded our one-
day campaign with two victories, one a tight 3-wicket win over Howick 
Pakuranga and the other a dominant 8-wicket win over Waitakere on the 
back of Ajay Balaraman’s 5-35 bowling them out for 107 (and despite six 
catches being dropped in the slip cordon!). With multiple 300-plus scores in 
the two-day competition and a few solid efforts with the ball, including a six-
wicket haul for CPT, we managed to hold our heads high and feel good 
about the damage we can do in 2014/2015. A shout out must go to the ever 
so popular CPT with both his damage with the ball and to our ears because 
instead of having a never say die attitude, CPT was all about a never shut up 
attitude! !
James Blair 
Captain 
Senior C1  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Senior C2!
Captained by Josh Adams (1st Half) and Joshua Webb (2nd Half) 

Rear:- Anand Patel, Tharun Gaddam, Dinul Cooray, Bhavya Patel  
Middle:- Sam Edkins, Zach Freeman, Joshua Webb (Captain – 2nd Half)  

Front:- Khalil Thomas, Adrian Austin, William Whiteside, Vivek Pundir, Mitchell Houghton, Jean-Pierre 
Dickson 

Absent:- Josh Adams (Captain – 1st Half), Jon Cowley, Divanga Doluweera, Rahul Patel, Ramneek Singh, 
Nico Trounson !

It had been a few seasons since the Club had boasted sufficient playing 
numbers to be able to field a fifth two-day side. That changed this season 
with the decision to move last season’s Under 18 boys into the tough world 
of men’s grade cricket, albeit an entrance at the lowest rung - Senior C2. It 
was decided to keep the side closed shop until Christmas, at which point the 
Club decided it was best for the Under 18 players to be eligible for higher 
teams. Thus it became a season which saw a mix of players and results.   !
The initial month proved a harrowing experience for the youngsters with 
three beltings suffered at the beginning of the one-day competition before a 
default by Takapuna provided some respite. But their first two-day game saw 
the boys courageously bounce back to defeat Suburbs New Lynn on both 
first innings and outright in a closely fought game, Sam Edkins starring with 8 
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wickets in the match whilst captain Josh Adams struck a crucial half-century 
in the second innings to set a stiff target. The opposition compliments after 
the game about the boys’ skill and spirit was testament to their determined 
efforts. !
Their next match was reduced to a 25-over one-day contest owing to rain but 
this only emboldened the boys who crunched 210-3 before rolling Kumeu for 
49 in a comprehensive 161-run win. Sam again played a major role, batting 
through to remain unbeaten on 89 from only 74 balls. He was helped by 
Dinul Cooray’s 33-ball 55 and Josh Adams’ unbeaten 41 before the bowlers 
shared the wickets around.  !
Their final match together before Christmas saw the boys face off against a 
Grafton side which had blown them off the park in the one-dayer. Whilst this 
match did result in a loss on both first innings and by outright, it was a much 
closer contest and the highlight was the large partnership between Sam 
Edkins (74) and Khalil Thomas (69) in the second innings after coming 
together with the score at 42-7. Again the opposition remarked that there 
was much potential in the ranks.  !
After Christmas the closed shop concluded and Senior C2 joined the Senior 
A and C1 setup, resulting in a significant change in personnel as many of the 
youngsters moved up whilst struggling seniors were given a chance to find 
some form under Josh Webb, who agreed to take over as captain. The side 
played brilliantly at times early on, particularly with the bat in one day 
matches. This was evidenced by the 86 run win over Papatoetoe when 
Manish Tomar smashed 97, and the 111 run mauling of Kumeu when the 
side amassed 321-7, the highlight a memorable, unbeaten 142 from Jon 
Cowley which included 19 fours, 3 sixes and a big partnership with Mark 
Roberts who contributed a well struck 63. 
  
Although the side was outplayed in their two day match against East Coast 
Bays, which saw them lose on first innings by 97 runs, it was a memorable 
match for Tony Bartlett who scored his maiden half century (52 off just 27 
balls) while batting with the tail to save the match in terms of an outright 
defeat. He had also taken 3 for 61 with the ball while JP Dickson produced a 
lion hearted effort which was better than his figures of 3 for 84 suggested. 
After Josh’s fruitful captaincy stint ended when he had to return to Australia, 
the side’s time on-field dropped off unexpectedly owing to a couple of 
opposition defaults and Cyclone Lusi. !
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Overall, the Senior C2 side achieved a mid-table finish which was a 
reasonable result all things considered. Many talented young players playing 
in their debut season in senior cricket impressed with some going on to play 
for the C1 and A sides. Such players included batsmen like Mitchell 
Houghton and Anand Patel; allrounders like JP Dickson, Vivek Pundir, Tharun 
Gaddam, Nico Trounson and Dinul Cooray; and bowlers like William 
Whiteside and Divanga Doluweera. !
Hopefully in the 2014/15 season, the C2 side will continue to develop talent 
for the Club and provide memorable performances more frequently. Finally 
thanks must go to David Trounson for his work managing the boys in the first 
half of the season, and we look forward to seeing everyone back next 
season. !
Avi Singh        Josh Webb 
Manager / Selector       Captain (Post-Christmas) 
Senior C2         Senior C2  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One Day 1A!
Captained by Vinay Iswar !
The season didn’t finish as we had hoped as we couldn’t do the business in 
the latter stages. A few of the boys in the team decided to get married on 
Saturdays this year which meant we had to default games which wasn’t 
ideal. So we dropped off from the top of the table, but at least we still had 
good days!  !
It was the first season we didn’t have any hundreds in the team. However, 
Bhavesh was again consistent with the bat, averaging 43 and scoring 383 
runs from just 9 innings. With only Bhavesh and Vinay averaging over 30, it 
was always going to be a tough season. In saying that, our bowlers stepped 
up more often than not and our fielding was better than most to keep us in 
contention until the last round robin game.  !
Manoj Patel, who is known for bowling so well he can’t get wickets, finally 
did, finishing with the best one-day bowling average in the Club. Vinay also 
had a good season with the ball taking 28 wickets. We gladly welcomed 
Kaushik Balan from Takapuna to play for us this year and he was one of our 
best until he decided that 2014 was the year he would move back to India. 
The same applied to Will Harding from Hamilton who kept stumps and batted 
with heart throughout.   !
Congratulations go to the following players for picking up Club awards for 
their performances during the season: !
• Doug Greaney – Most Improved One-Day Player 
• Manoj Patel – Best One-Day Bowling Average 
• Will Harding – Best One-Day Wicket Keeper !
All in all, a thoroughly enjoyable season with the boys. We will be back 
better, stronger and faster next year with some of our old boys back. !
Vinay Iswar 
Captain 
One Day 1A 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One Day 2A!
Captained by Abhishek Bhalla !
One Day 2A Ellerslie Fearless XI  !
After finishing fifth last season in the One Day 3A grade, we decided to move 
up the grades so when the opportunity arose for playing in the One Day 2A 
grade this season, we took it. Things fell apart before the start of the first 
game of the season where from a potential 15-member squad, we were left 
with 9 full-time players. In the end, the season was all about getting an XI 
onto the field on match days.  !
We did manage to win four games in the season and finished the season in 
7th place.  Despite the team’s performance overall, there was a notable 
individual performance from Yaadvinder Singh, who smashed 101 including 
11 sixes. On average, we dropped five catches per game which clearly 
indicates why we finished 7th in the end.  !
A must mention – a couple of victories were stolen from us by Grafton 
Rajputs and Eden Roskill Tamils courtesy of some dodgy umpiring – all 
catches taken in the slips were called as bump balls from the pitch and one 
catch at first slip was given not out, the excuse being that the ball swung 
and did not take the edge! !
All and all, a disappointing season but one can only learn from mistakes. We 
will surely be back next season and try to put things right and win the grade 
for Ellerslie. !
On behalf of my team, I would like to thank the Club and the Club Manager 
for all the support. !
Abhishek Bhalla 
Captain 
One Day 2A Ellerslie Fearless XI 2013-14  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!
One Day 3A!
!
One Day 3A 69ers !
The 69ers struggled initially after Auckland Cricket moved them up 2 grades 
without consultation at the start of the season - a brief concession to have 
the team move up only 1 grade eventually occurred. Nevertheless the step 
up in quality was a challenge, one which the team took on gamely. For their 
persistence they were eventually rewarded with a few wins and were it not 
for a couple of collapses there could have been more. Nevertheless the 
players generally enjoyed the season and thanks must go to Nick Fong for 
managing the side, assisted by Sam Baker. !
Avi Singh 
Vice President / Secretary / Communications Manager !
One Day 4C!
!
One Day 4C Renegades !
This team was the amalgamation of last season’s Saturday Twenty20 side 
and players from the Club’s Muppets sides of yesteryear. Whilst they were 
not able to challenge for the title, they put in several good performances and 
had several wins over the course of the season with some standout 
performances from Davey Brown, Kane Lindsey and Matt Cheeseman. 
Thanks go to Johnny Pearce for captaining and managing the side, with 
assistance from Morgan McCann and Jason ‘JT’ Trowill. !
Avi Singh 
Vice President / Secretary / Communications Manager  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President’s Grade!
Managed by David Woolford / Nalin Ariyawansa, Captained by many 

RUNNERS-UP 2013-14!!
Big thanks to everyone who made this the most successful Ellerslie 
President's season ever. 
  
Second in the ladder is no mean feat, with many highlights resulting over the 
course of the season. 
  
Congratulations to Al Hurst, our Player of the Year, for being our most 
successful captain and having the best strike rate amongst our bowlers. 
  
Well done to Nalin Perera, awarded Player's Player, for always being 
unselfish and supportive for the good of the team.  
  
Club Awards included the best One-Day Batting Average and Aggregate for 
our run machine Vikram Khanna. 
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The Presidents were also awarded the 'Team of the Year' award. Not sure 
where that may be ... and we are still looking for the lost Club Spirit trophy 
awarded to us last year. 
  
Highlight of the season was the Twenty20 social match between fathers and 
kids ... with the kids having a lot of fun! 
  
Best WIN: knocking over Eden Roskill so comprehensively. 
  
BEST wins: beating GRAFTON and both Howick Pakuranga teams. 
  
Lastly, to the new players who joined us - welcome and we hope you will 
continue with us next season - John Peers, Raj Sharma, Stephen Williams, 
Shyam Perera and Ron Heywood. 
  
Also worthy of mention is that Russell Smith still maintains the only 100% 
undefeated Captain Award… !
To everyone - the best season ever in regards to competitive achievement. !
May next year be the year, to take the final step and win the Grand Final. !
David Woolford 
Manager 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Ellerslie Crazy Horses Sunday Twenty20!
Captained by Avi Singh 

Rear:- Ajay Balaraman, Animesh Joshi, Jason Redmond, Adil Sheriff  
Front:- Tony Bartlett, Mark 'Aussie' Roberts, Avi Singh (Captain), Raghavan Thatta, Rohan Dawson, Tim 

Phua 
Absent:- Sam Baker, Balaji Srinivasan Bakthavathsalam, Harry Bliss, Joe 'Hansie' Barnes, Anand Gajelli, 

Abhi Guda, Avantha Hewavitharana, Pankaj Kumar, Saul Lipshitz, Navtej Singh, Anubhav Thapa !
After a wildly successful first incarnation, the Crazy Horses returned to the 
hurly-burly of the Sunday Twenty20 1A League for a second season. 
However, they did so with a vastly changed cast as several of the previous 
season’s experienced heads decided to hang up the whites or focus on their 
two-day cricket commitments. Avi Singh took over the captaincy and day-to-
day management of the side from Sanjeev Karan whilst the side was 
bolstered by an influx of players from the Club’s lower two-day grades. An 
Auckland Cricket decision to replace the grade’s approved ball (from 
Kookaburra Red King to the Dukes Orange T20) was another major change 
for the 2013-14 season.  !
The pre-Christmas season began promisingly on the first Sunday in 
November with a convincing win away to Sri Lanka CC despite the Crazy 
Horses losing the toss and being inserted on a wet pitch with rain hanging in 
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the air. A solid 171-9 in the 20 
allotted overs was amassed on 
the back of a shackle-breaking 
19-ball 30* from the talented 
Anubhav Thapa and a late-
overs blast of 19* off 9 by Tony 
Bartlett, along with the generous 
assistance of 49 extras. The 
Crazy Horses then bowled well 
to bundle out the Sri Lankans 
for 127 and complete a 44-run 
win, Anubhav adding 3-28 to his 
runs, Balaji Srinivasan nipping 
out two crucial wickets at the 
cost of only two runs and Joe 
Barnes collecting three catches. !

The second match saw the Crazy Horses 
at their dominant peak against East Coast 
Bays Yellow, who rued their decision to bat 
first on home soil. Tony began with an 
impeccable wicket maiden which saw a 
wicket fall off the first ball of the match to a 
screamer of a catch in the gully by Rohan 
Dawson, diving one-handed to his left 

aerially. Tony and Jason Redmond ripped 
through the East Coast Bays top order to leave them 5-4 and then 10-5 as 
the home side were eventually toppled for 86 with only one batsman 
reaching double figures as Tony recorded the superb figures of 4-7. One of 
the Club’s English amateurs, Harry Bliss, belted two sizeable sixes to record 
an unbeaten 31 and lead the Crazy Horses to a crushing 8-wicket win with 
52 balls to spare.  !
The Crazy Horses’ hot run came to an end the following week as a side 
depleted by a two-day grades double-header fought hard before going 
down to Suburbs New Lynn Moors, stand-in captain Tim Phua contributing a 
tight three-wicket spell after Mark ‘Aussie’ Roberts and Balaji had both 
reached the retirement score of 30. Takapuna then defaulted before the 
Grafton Beige Brigade dished out a comprehensive 9-wicket defeat and the 
Cornwall Beavers limped over the line by 4 wickets against another 
weakened line-up. !
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The final two games pre-Christmas saw the Crazy Horses pile up sizeable 
scores only to be let down by their bowling and fielding. Against the Parnell 
Pounders Ellerslie posted 190 thanks to a last-over blitz from Sam Baker (20* 
off 6) after contributions from the openers Pankaj Kumar (24 off 22) and 
Avantha Hewavitharana (29 off 16) as well as Anand Gajelli (23 off 14). 
Unfortunately several dropped catches and some loose bowling saw Sam’s 
3-28 go in vain in a 3-wicket defeat which saw the Horses play-off against 
Cornwall for 5th place. !
Another sloppy effort in the field and with ball in hand allowed Cornwall to 
rack up 212-6. But the Crazy Horses made a spirited fist of the chase as 
Tony, Anand, Avantha and Avi all reached 30 with the match going down to 
the last ball but the Crazy Horses could not find the required boundary to 
secure victory and ended up going down by just 4 runs. !
After the holidays the post-Christmas section began with a disappointing 
loss to the same East Coast Bays side the Crazy Horses had thumped 
before Christmas. But the side bounced back brilliantly in the second round 
against Suburbs New Lynn, belting a colossal 224-5 courtesy of some 
belligerent hitting and free-flowing aggression from Jacinth Gutla (35* off 9 
with four sixes), Aussie (31* off 18), new recruit Aditya Edekar (31* off 16), 
Joe Barnes (30* off 24), James Blair (29 off 12) and Anubhav (27 off 14). 
Aditya capped off a stellar debut with a spell of 2-26 while Avantha grabbed 
3-12 in only two overs to give the Crazy Horses a mammoth 80-run win. !
The next game against the Grafton Pacers saw more swift batsmanship from 
Ellerslie with Avi, Joe and Khalil all reaching 30 from just 12, 17 and 23 balls 
respectively. But a struggle to force the pace in the death overs saw the 
Crazy Horses end up on a below-par 180-6 on the tiny Michaels Ave #3, 
which wasn’t enough against a side committed to dubious umpiring 
decisions and outlandish interpretations of basic laws of the game.  !
It was unfortunate for the Crazy Horses to come up against a red-hot Grafton 
Beige Brigade in the fourth round, the efforts of Sam (2-30) and Ajay 
Balaraman (3-18) with the ball limiting the carnage to 227. Another 
determined effort with bat in hand was on show from Jacinth (23 off 9), Avi 
(30 off 14) and Ajay (44 off 25) but the task proved too tall as the end came 
at 172. !
After a belting at Cornwall notable only for tight bowling spells from Ajay and 
Saul Lipshitz, the Eden Roskill Black Riders bowled exceptionally as Ellerslie 
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could only muster a puny 139 on the back of scores from Aussie (30* off 18) 
and Tony (25 off 15). Ajay bowled well again to take 2-27 in another defeat. !
Another default by Takapuna meant that the same sides were to face off for 
the post-Christmas wooden spoon in the final game of the season. Ajay 
continued his rich vein of form with another 30 while Tim contributed 29 as 
the Crazy Horses amassed 187-9, but couldn’t finish on a high as the 
bowling proved unable to defend the score.  !
While the results proved disappointing for a side which challenged for the 
title in both halves of last season, the season still nevertheless proved 
enjoyable for everyone with several individual highlights. Appreciation must 
be directed to the regulars Tony, Aussie, Ajay and Joe for their commitment 
whilst special mention must be made of the team’s unofficial photographer 
Balaji Srinivasan, whose gentle kindness and unassuming nature will not be 
forgotten by everyone who had the pleasure of meeting him before he had to 
end his work transfer to New Zealand and head home to Chennai, India. 
Thanks also go to everyone who represented the Crazy Horses this season, 
the squad consisting of (two games minimum): !
Avi Singh (c), Sam Baker, Ajay Balaraman, Joe Barnes, Tony Bartlett, Harry 
Bliss, Rohan Dawson, Aditya Edekar, Anand Gajelli, Abhi Guda, Jacinth 
Gutla, Avantha Hewavitharana, Pankaj Kumar, Saul Lipshitz, Rakesh Malik, 
Tim Phua, Rob Rasch, Jason Redmond, Mark 'Aussie' Roberts, Navtej Singh, 
Adil Sheriff, Balaji Srinivasan, Anubhav Thapa, Rag Thatta and Khalil 
Thomas. !
I wish everyone all the best over the winter as it was a pleasure to captain 
this group of players and I look forward to seeing you all back at Ellerslie for 
the 2014-15 season. !
Avi Singh 
Captain 
Ellerslie Crazy Horses Sunday Twenty20 1A 2013-14  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Westpac Warriors Sunday Twenty20!
!
The Westpac Warriors - where men become immortals! !
The boys struggled in the first half of the season and well, the second half of 
the season too! But there was nevertheless a lot of fun. There were some 
great performances with both bat and ball by our Player of the Year, Todd 
McFlinn, and some great moments both on and off the field by our Player’s 
Player, Mark Steed. !
Despite only winning 5 out of 16 matches, the boys are fired up for next 
season with a few trips to Rebel Sport already accruing.  We will be hungry 
to not only claim our maiden title for the Sunday Twenty20 Afternoon 2B 
competition but also to win the Corporate Cricket Cup for the very first time. 
Our trophy cabinet is empty at the moment but not for too long, watch out, 
here come the Warriors! !
James Blair 
Captain 
Westpac Warriors Sunday Twenty20 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Junior Team Reports!
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Year 9/10A Barry Frost!
Coached by Shane Wilson, Captained by Seth Gupwell 

Rear:- Harshil Patel, Seth Gupwell (Captain), Shane Wilson (Coach), Daniel McKenzie, Tarikh Jameel 
Hussein 

Front:- Allan McBride, Pravir Singh, Amit Patel, Jagdeep Paul, Taine Wilson 
Absent:- Jacob Carroll, Vivek Gajelli !

WINNER - Year 9/10A One-Day Championship (Blue Section)!!
Another season has come and gone. The season for our team was a bit up 
and down to say the least. The team was basically the same from last 
season, so all our practices and scorers were sorted. !
The first part of the season consisted of five one day games. The first game 
against Grafton was a good game with a result that could have gone either 
way, but we secured the win. The other four games also went in our favour, 
some very narrowly and others more convincingly, which was a fantastic 
result. !
Allan McBride took 14 wickets in the 5 games and scored 148 runs whilst 
there were other notable contributions from Seth Gupwell, who scored 179 
runs, and Amit Patel, who took 10 wickets. The team won the pennant for this 
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competition, a great effort considering we are a young side with many Year 9 
players in our team.  !
The next part of the season was the Twenty20 games. Our team was put up 
to the Premier Year 9/10 section so this was a big challenge for the team. 
Overall the team lost all four games but did not disgrace themselves.  In fact 
the last two games were lost by only 6 runs and 2 runs, which was a great 
effort against older and stronger opposition. !
The final stage was the two-day competition, consisting of four games over 
eight weeks.  The first game was against Papatoetoe, where we put in a 
great fielding and bowling effort to bowl them out for 34. However, we did not 
capitalise in our first innings and we were all out for 84, a lead of 50. 
Papatoetoe didn’t make it easy the second time and made 218 for 6. The 
team tried hard but fell 8 runs short of the target, one that was definitely for 
the taking. !
Our other 3 games ended in draws. The last game against North Shore was 
notable for 103 not out by Seth, a great way to end the season. !
Further standout performances across the season were: !
• Taine Wilson 14 catches (wicketkeeping) 
• Seth Gupwell 15 catches and 19 wickets 
• Allan McBride 5 catches and 19 wickets !
Vivek was our best outfielder and always chimed in with bat and ball. Jacob 
and Daniel both steadied the middle order batting, while Jagdeep, Pravir 
and Jameel all tried hard and improved during the season with their batting. 
Harshil tried in the field and did trouble batters with his bowling.  !
Without parent help and participation, coaching a cricket team would be 
impossible. !
Kerry Gupwell again was the manager; this will be his fourth season in a row 
that he has put his hand up. Terry McBride, Jay Patel, Russell Carroll and 
Kerry all helped with the umpiring. Thanks go to all of them, along with 
Edwina and Kerry (again!) for their fantastic scoring - this definitely makes 
my job at the end of season easy in calculating statistics for the boys! !
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To all the other parents and grandparents, a big thank you for getting the 
boys to trainings and games on time.  I know the team were very grateful to 
see you all at the games cheering them on and encouraging them. 
   
This season was a step up for the team but they coped admirably and even 
excelled at times so hopefully the majority of the team will come back next 
season. 
  
Once again, thank you to the parents/supporters and especially the players, 
you are a great bunch of boys and it has been a pleasure coaching you 
again. !
Remember to “KEEP PRACTICING”! !
Shane Wilson 
Coach  
Year 9/10A Barry Frost 2013-14  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Year 7A Brynley Goodger!
Coached by Paul Hedge and Michael Dsouza 

Rear:- Ritik Raj, Monte-Carlo Maynard, Joseph Wilkinson, Aiden Dsouza, Ashley Redshaw, Dion Price  
Front:- Paul Hedge (Coach), Weikit Ng, Sol Alete-Freeman, James Warden, Mitul Patel, Kuvam Manon, 

Michael Dsouza (Coach) !
We had yet another very good season. As a team we lost two of our key 
players Dinesh and Michael. Their absence did leave a gap that needed to 
be filled. That showed in our initial games this season. In the first half of the 
season, we lost more games than we won.  Paul and I then took made some 
critical changes, one of which was making Dion a permanent wicketkeeper. 
This paid us rich dividends with Dion rising to the needs of the role, 
simultaneously releasing an additional bowler, in Joe and or Sol. This made a 
world of difference, enabling us to win the last five games on the trot, taking 
our team into the top 5 in the pool of 15 teams. 
  
Right through the season we batted first and no matter what total we set, our 
bowlers did well in restricting the opposition short of the target a lot of the 
time. 
  
Every player displayed the same enthusiasm with both batting and bowling, 
with significant contributions from Weikit, Monty, Sol, and Kuvam with the bat. 
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Major contributions from Kuvam and Monty with the bowling were backed by 
some excellent back-up pressure in accurate and lethal bowling from Joe, 
Sol, Dion, James and Mitul. Aidan proved a very resourceful batsman, 
playing some rock solid innings as opener and coming in at one down. 
  
The players that showed outstanding improvements over the season were 
Ashley, James, Dion, Mitul, Joe, Aidan and Ritik. 
  
Thank you to Paul Maynard for his outstanding commitment and valued skills 
training that helped players improve every aspect of their game. Special 
thanks to Raman who showed a lot of dedication and support at the trainings 
and at the games. Thanks to Martin Ng, David, Mark and Andrea Warden, 
Greg Redshaw and Paul Maynard for their contributions in the umpiring and 
scoring of the games. Thanks to the two Gregs, Raj, Raman, Jerry and Nanu 
for their help at the games with throw-downs etc. Essentially all the dads, a 
number of the mums, and grandparents worked together to make the year a 
huge success. 
  
Andrea Warden - your commitment of organising the very best muffins at 
every game was inspiring. David, Sarah, Ju-lin, Sinatra and Raewyn - your 
delicious bacon and egg pie, snacks and delicious coffee at the game was 
absolutely outstanding. It helped make every game a community event and 
special. 
  
Thank you to the Ellerslie Cricket Club for their support. 
  
Michael D’Souza and Paul Hedge 
Co-Coaches 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Year 6A Warren Chapman!
Coached by Andrew Miller, Managed by Karen Simmonite 

Rear:- Dhananjay Manon, Jeneevan Logeswaran, Saeyavan Sitsabesan, Devan Damons  
Middle:- Andrew Miller (Coach), Harjot Singh Dharni, James Thomson, Trent Thomson, Karen Simmonite 

(Manager) 
Front:- Lenny Creamer, Jack Peers, Piraheen Thayanantham, George Miller, Oliver Smyth !

The boys had a successful opening half of the season with some excellent 
results in the run up to Christmas.  Having finished in the top 8 out of 20 
teams, they progressed through to the Major Championship. 
  
The second half of the season was more of a challenge as scoring runs 
quickly and bowling consistently became more important against the 
stronger sides.  The team continued to play good cricket and had some 
excellent performances even though they didn’t enjoy the same level of 
success. 
  
The standout batsman for the season was Dhananjay Manon, who averaged 
well over 50 and looked very comfortable against all the sides we played.  
He also bowled well-flighted and accurate off-spin that yielded an impressive 
haul of wickets. 
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Trent Thomson put in a great all round performance with some excellent 
middle order innings and consistently aggressive opening bowling. He 
displayed a great attitude and was a very deserving recipient of the Players’ 
Player award. 
  
Harjot Singh Dharni joined the side before Christmas and was a very 
consistent performer with his attacking seam bowling.  He worked hard on 
his batting in the nets and his performance improved immensely during the 
second half of the season. This was exemplified by an outstanding hard-
hitting 36 not out in the representative game against Grafton. 
  
Piraheen Thayanantham was another member of the team who worked very 
hard at his game and was a regular in the nets.  Towards the end of the 
season he was showing great promise as a leg spinner and it will be exciting 
to see him develop this further. 
  
Oliver Smyth was a very consistent run scorer in the middle order.  With an 
unorthodox and powerful batting style he put together some great innings 
and could be relied upon to lift the scoring rate.  He also contributed some 
very useful spells with the ball getting good bounce and movement off the 
wicket. 
  
Despite missing some of the season with a trip overseas, Saeyavan 
Sitsabesan was a valuable part of the team effort.  His bowling developed 
very well in the second half of the campaign and he picked up some 
important wickets late in the season. He was a reliable and committed fielder 
whose positive attitude and maturity were great assets to the side. 
  
As a newcomer to cricket, James Thomson put in some excellent work 
behind the stumps during the season. He also showed potential as a hard-
hitting batsman with a good eye. 
  
Lenny Creamer was another newcomer to the team this year. He enjoyed 
some good accurate spells of slow bowling and was always keen to try out 
his ramp-shot to push the run scoring along. 
  
Jack Peers developed his batting well as the season progressed.  He was at 
his best when moving on from his sound defence and attacking with an 
impressive array of shots. He shared a number of solid opening partnerships 
with Dhananjay and his batting shows great potential for the future. 
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Devan Damons proved himself to be a brave and stoic batsman with an 
unyielding defence.  He worked hard on the accuracy of his bowling over the 
season, and was an enthusiastic fielder both in the outfield and when behind 
the stumps. 
  
Jeneevan Logeswaran enjoyed another successful season with both bat and 
ball.  He took a good number of wickets by bowling a very steady accurate 
line and length and was a reliable run scorer in the middle order. 
  
George Miller showed outstanding commitment and determination as 
captain of the side.  His positive attitude and desire to succeed set a great 
example. He worked hard on his game throughout the season and this effort 
was rewarded by some excellent performances with both bat and ball. 
  
Thank you to all the parents and to our Life Member Warren Chapman who 
supported the team each week, to Karen and Michael for scoring, to John 
and Gowan for umpiring, and especially to Raman for his coaching and 
assistance. !
Andy Miller 
Coach  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Year 5 Frank Lancaster!
Coached by Bevan McShane 

Rear:- Chanith Doluweera, Bevan McShane (Coach), Jacob Green  
Front:- Cole McShane, Halen Macmillan, Liam Richards, Andreas Petersen-Manase, Michael Gwynne  

Absent:- Dhanushka Amuwala !
Played 12; Won 8; Drew 1; Lost 3       75% Win Rate !
We had a wonderful year as a team and this was reflected in our 
achievements on the park. !
It has been a real privilege to coach this team, composed of a group of boys 
who loved the game and gave their very best all the time. We were an 
outstanding fielding and bowling side, taking stunning catches, effecting first 
class run outs and bowling tightly and accurately. With some focus on 
batting, some of these boys could be outstanding long term prospects for 
the Club. !
There were also many special memories to take away. There was Michael 
Gwynne’s 5-wicket haul in the first game of the season; Dhanushka Amuwala 
mastered the art of slow bowling by taking consecutive wickets in an instant 
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of pure class; while Jacob, Cole and Halen all achieved batting retirements. 
There was also Chanith Doluweera’ stunning ability to catch any ball aimed 
his way; Andreas who finished the season with gritty determined batting to 
bring respectability to the game; and finally, Liam’s stunning figures of 
3-0-8-3. !
A special thank you also goes to Renee who filled in when we were short; 
she was so keen and was the equal of any player.  !
Finally I had a great group of parents who showed up every week, scoring, 
coaching, encouraging and generally being great sorts. Thank you all. !
Bevan McShane 
Coach 
Year 5 Frank Lancaster 2013-14  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Year 5 Ken Hjorth!
Coached by Andrew French 

Rear:- Andrew French (Coach), Archie Freeland, James Portegys, Benji Pendigrast  
Front:- Liam Wilkinson, Varun Garg, Alex French, Caleb Simmons, Luke Bishop  !

There was a very special team character amongst Year 5 Ken Hjorth, and 
while the results did not go our way the fact the boys kept working as hard 
as they could showed a commitment the parents and the Club could be 
proud of.  !
Our Player of the Year went to Varun Garg after scoring 223 runs for the 
season (not including representative games against University and Grafton) 
as well as being our go-to wicket keeper. His energy and enthusiasm rubbed 
off on everyone and his peers also voted him Players’ Player. !
Most Improved went to Archie Freeland. At the mid-point of the season 
Archie’s batting average was exactly 0.00, yet in the second half of the 
season he averaged 9.75 including a magnificent 32 in one innings. !
A special mention also goes to Liam Wilkinson who became our unofficial 
team leader with his desire to always give his best and the rest of the boys 
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looked to Liam for guidance and direction. Liam and Varun’s batting 
partnership of 62 to win a tight game will be remembered for a long time. !
Wickets were shared evenly and bowling was an area in which all the boys 
obviously spent a lot of their own time working on. Alex French ended up 
with the best Economy Rate of 3.75 due to a consistent line and length which 
troubled all of the batsman that faced him, many deliveries needing just an 
extra coat of varnish on the stumps. !
Benji, Caleb, James and Luke all contributed magnificently to the season 
both on and off the field and worked hard on their individual games. At times 
each of these boys played at a very high level which I’m sure will become 
more consistent the more they play. !
A very big thank you goes to the parents who always got the boys to the 
games on time and were fantastic and generous supporters. Special thanks 
to Mike Portegys for doing most of the scoring through the season, and to 
James Pendigrast, Mark Freeland and Glen Bishop for their help at practices 
and getting the boys organised on Saturday. !
Andrew French 
Coach 
Year 5 Ken Hjorth 2013-14  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Year 4 Raewynn Cowie !
Coached by Craig Nicholson  

Rear:- Chris Turner (Coach), Smit Shah, Abdulrahman Hekmat Sharefi, Craig Nicholson (Coach)  
Front:- George Turner, Theo Nicholson, Tommy Redgewell, Angus Nicholson, Thomas Joyce  

Absent:- Faisal Rashid !
Year 4 Raewynn Cowie enjoyed a great season of cricket. A win record of 
50% showed great progress for a team that really started to hit its straps in 
the latter part of the season. !
All the boys improved greatly in all facets of the game. Fielding was 
especially sharp, no doubt helped by the excellent artificial surface at 
College Rifles. Attendance at games and practices was top notch where the 
boys always gave 100%. !
Ellerslie Year 4 Raewynn Cowie were a credit to themselves, their families 
and the Club and I am sure they will flourish in Year 5 cricket when they take 
on the hard ball. !
Craig Nicholson 
Coach 
Year 4 Raewynn Cowie 2013-14  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Year 4 John Molesworth!
Coached by Tony Chambers 

!
Rear:- Dilan Jayasuriya, Daniel Pluck, Tony Chambers (Coach), Simhan Alwar, Akshay Jeram Patel  

Front:- Kiran Singh, Alex Powell, Om Pokar, Tharana Seneviratne, Ben Chambers  
Absent:- Sahaj Padalia !

The 2013/14 season was another great development year for the team. With 
two of the boys out with broken arms, it was a relief to have a couple of extra 
players to fill in throughout the season. !
The boys played great throughout the season, with their fielding being the 
highlight of their game. A total of 21 catches and 30 run outs this season was 
evidence that the boys punished any errors that the opposition presented. 
Overall the bowling was very good with a few of the boys showing excellent 
bowling actions and follow throughs. !
The boys found that the batting was their weak point. Lacking the big hitters 
that most teams seemed to have, the boys had to make their runs mostly in 
ones and twos. Strong partnerships were developed over the season and by 
the end we had a happy order to lineup. !
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The boys managed to win a few of the coin tosses resulting in fielding first 
and fully participating in the game without the second half fade. The 
resulting games were very close allied to a few convincing wins. !
Some standout efforts throughout the season include: !
• Tharana's first season, resulting in 100+ runs batting and 15 wickets in the 

field - a great start to cricket 
• Daniel’s batting - always willing to bat with a different partner each week, 

running ones or twos and building good partnership scores 
• The look of concern for the opposition batters who were facing Akshay’s 

quick bowling 
• Benjamin's performance in the field - most catches and most run outs 
• Everyone's positioning, team spirit and enjoyment out on the field !
I would like to thank all the parents of the players. Without their support both 
at the games and at practices, the sessions would have been long and not 
very enjoyable. A big thanks goes to Michael Pluck for assisting with the 
coaching and helping with the scoring on game day. Many of the boys 
appreciated the one on one net sessions that Michael helped with. Also I 
would like to thank the dads who assisted with umpiring on Saturday and 
helped out at training. !
The boys never gave up and always showed up, ready for the next 
challenge. On several occasions they were asked to get back into their field 
positions after celebrating taking a wicket. It has been pleasing to see that 
there are a few great friendships formed that have carried on from cricket. I 
know that these boys are going to have a great time next season, roaring 
and ready to go.  !
The team was: Om Pokar, Daniel Pluck, Kiran Singh, Alex Powell, Simhan 
Alwar, Benjamin Chambers, Dilan Jayasuriya, Sahaj Padalia, Akshay Jeram-
Patel and Tharana Seneviratne. !
Tony Chambers 
Coach 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Year 3 Mark Benefield !
Coached by Wayne Richards  

Rear:- Wayne Richards (Coach), Adam Walters, Suryansh Shetty, Mithun Ramassh  
Front:- Jack Jury, Tyran Cheeseman, Astin Richards, Gisha Rathnayaka  

Absent:- Lucas Crowhen, Vedant Pawar !
This was the first year of real cricket for the Year 3 Ellerslie Mark Benefield 
team (the Ellerslie MB’s). For some of the players this was their first year 
playing the game. It was also the first time I had ever coached a cricket 
team. From the outset I was impressed with the way the boys turned up to 
training every week, and their enthusiasm and willingness to learn.  !
They say ‘if you want to learn the game you have to play it’, and that was 
certainly the case for the Ellerslie MB’s.  We lost our first five matches, but 
with each match and the effort the boys were putting in at training I saw an 
improvement in our bowling, batting and fielding. The team then went on to 
win four of the last seven matches. I enjoyed watching each player develop 
their individual skills and the way in which the boys came together as a 
team.  !
During the season there was a number of highlights for me: 
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• Watching the boys improve week on week – especially their bowling 
• The number of catches the boys took – 15 in total including 3 ‘caught and 

bowled’ 
• The team’s first win against the ‘Sixers’ 
• The parents who turned up to support the team every Saturday 
• The team spirit – it didn’t matter about the score…everyone just enjoyed 

being out there and giving it their all !
I would like to say thank you to all the parents who did the scoring/umpiring, 
and special thank yous to a couple of the dads – Chris Jury and Sam 
Rathnayaka – who helped me with the Wednesday training sessions and 
filled in as coach on match day when I was unavailable. !
Overall it was a great season and I really hope to see all the boys back next 
year. !
The Ellerslie MB team members were: Tyran Cheeseman, Lucas Crowhen, 
Jack Jury, Vedant Pawar, Mithun Ramassh, Gisha Rathnayaka, Astin 
Richards, Suryansh Shetty and Adam Walters. 
  
Wayne Richards 
Coach 
Year 3 Mark Benefield  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Year 3 Dave Cosgrove!
Coached by Neill Arnold 

Rear:- Kody McShane, William Stacey 
Front:- Oliver Kelly, Zach Freeland, Milan Kharer, Matthew McKenzie  

Absent:- Neill Arnold (Coach) !
The Year 3 Dave Cosgrove side struggled initially as players made the move 
from the skill stations and unstructured games of Nursery Grade to 
organised cricket against teams from Cornwall for the first time. But the boys 
persisted despite the initial disadvantage and reaped success as the season 
went on. Thanks go to Neill Arnold for coaching the team and we look 
forward to seeing everyone back next season! !
Avi Singh 
Vice President / Secretary / Communications Manager  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Year 3 John Hartley!
!
(in conjunction with College Rifles) !
The Club entered into a partnership with College Rifles Sports Club in 
Remuera this season to provide more kids in the area with a chance to play 
cricket as well as giving existing youngsters a venue to continue playing with 
Michaels Ave out of action due to the ground redevelopment. Enough 
players registered that a Year 3 team was able to be formed. With many of 
the players being new to cricket there were some mismatches early on as 
the boys tried to adapt to cricket on artificial turf and to the structure of 
organised games. It was great to see some significant improvements in the 
team as the season went on. Thanks go to Dean Heard for managing and 
coaching the team, Cameron Rope from College Rifles for assisting with 
coaching and backroom organisation, and finally the team’s Life Member 
John Hartley who was a regular attendee at matches and supporter of the 
team. We look forward to this partnership developing even more fruitfully in 
seasons to come and hope to see all the team back in a few months’ time! !
Avi Singh 
Vice President / Secretary / Communications Manager  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Junior Girls (St Mary’s Under 10, St Kentigern-Corran 
Under 10 and St Kentigern-Corran Under 12)!

WINNER (Ellerslie St Mary’s) - Under 10 Mini Hearts Melville Module 2013!
WINNER (Ellerslie SKC) - Junior Hearts Under 12 Minor Quikhit 2014!!
Ellerslie Girls Cricket had a successful 2013/14 cricket season. The number 
of girls actively playing was appreciable and notable skills improvement was 
observed in all aspects of the game.  A big ‘thank you’ goes to all parents of 
who encouraged, supported the girls and the game of cricket throughout the 
season. Similarly we thank Auckland Cricket for their organisation of both 
Junior and Mini Heart competitions at Melville Park. The Ellerslie Girls’ focus 
has continued to be on softball cricket with a squad of just under 30 girls 
competing in the Under 12 and lower grades. !!!!

Zara Smith !!!
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Notable performances included the Under 10 Girls Victory against Cornwall 
Park in the Central Districts Cup competition. There was also the first Junior 
Girls game added to the Kohi Cup, Ellerslie’s long-standing Junior 
representative encounter with Auckland University. The Under 12 Ellerslie 
sides also played each other with fantastic spirit and friendship.   !
All the girls were fantastic this season and will hopefully continue their 
progress in the 2014-2015 season.  !
Ellerslie Junior Girls!
Coached by David Woolford (St Kentigern-Corran) and David Caird (St 
Mary’s) 

Rear:- Adil Sheriff (Coach), Eva Sutherland, Maddie Sinclair, Rebecca Crawford, Darcy Woolford, Rachael 
Black, Andrea Solomon, David Caird (Coach) 

Middle:- Poppy Briggs, Chelsea-Rose Haydon, Laura Stanhope, David Woolford (Coach), Yasmin Skelton, 
Olivia Powell, Lexi McOrmish 

Front:- Rosa Caird, Sophie Rickman, Mary Stanfield, Jessica Ellis, Annie-Rose McKenzie, Riley Ariyawansa  
Absent:- Zara Smith, Zahra 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Nursery Grade!
!

Initially we had 34 Nursery Graders take the field this year to learn the basic 
skills of cricket and then compete in games that saw their skill level increase 
each week throughout the year. Whilst the numbers increased as the season 
wore on, they ended up slightly down on last year and the Committee will be 
reviewing the year which will include looking at the reasons why.  It did not 
help having to compete with football skill programmes which were also being 
run on Fridays. !
The Club continues to undertake the ‘Have a Go’ programme to help 
develop the children to a level where they can play the game of cricket. !
The weather overall was excellent only losing one day to rain which 
coincided with the summer we have had. !
The utilisation of players from our senior two-day teams on a Friday is a 
fantastic way of coaching skills into the children, which will serve them well 
into their cricket playing days. Thank you to the young men who helped each 
week. !
It is amazing to see the growth in the children as the season progresses and 
the parents can take pride in the results achieved by their children, not to 
mention pride in the behaviour and sportsmanship they display. A strong 
competitive spirit and increased skill level was displayed as the season 
progressed, to such an extent that some of the straight drives and quality of 
the balls bowled would make any Black Cap proud.  !
This year we did not place the younger ones together in the group, but 
seeded them through the four teams with the older ones. Overall this worked 
well as it helped them markedly with their concentration and skill level. So 
next year we will continue to advance this aspect.  !
Thank you to all the parents that helped each night leading the teams 
around, assisting keeping the batting side occupied and scoring. I would 
also like to thank the parents for helping on the BBQ every night. Without 
your support we could not run the fantastic programme that we run each 
week. !
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Congratulations to the respective year end prizewinners. As I stated it is a 
hard job selecting the respective recipients, especially for Most Improved, as 
every child in the grade improved outstandingly throughout the season. 
Finally good luck to all the players going up to Year 3 and we look forward to 
seeing you next season. !
Mark Benefield 
Life Member 
Nursery Grade Co-Ordinator !
Nursery Grade Mills !
Coached by Mark Benefield 

Rear:- Campbell Myers, Mark Benefield (Coach), Oscar Tutt 
Middle:- Kodey McShane, Matthew Portegys  

Front:- Reeve Bolton, Fletcher Carlyon, Kara French, Lucas Appleton, Alexander Malan  
Absent:- Samuel Clark, Dylan Wakefield !
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Nursery Grade McCullum!
Coached by Mark Benefield 

Rear:- Kilian Cassey, Mark Benefield (Coach), Finbar Cavanagh-Briggs  
Front:- Richard Stacey, Daniel Soldinger, Noah Ganner, Leighton Hendricks  

Absent:- Lewis Cameron, Khavin Kannan, Kaiu Wright !
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Nursery Grade Taylor!
Coached by Mark Benefield 

Rear:- Trent Walker, Mark Benefield (Coach), Zhen Ng  
Front:- Arnav Singh, Finn Green, Eden Pendigrast, Liam Gowen 

Absent:- Finlay Armstrong, Daniel Blackie, Joshua Fernando, Anurodh Thapa !
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Nursery Grade Southee!!
Coached by Mark Benefield 

Rear:- Mark Benefield (Coach), Daniel Merriott 
Front:- Blake Holmes, Joel Thomson, Jasper Van Rooyen, Nathan Tutt  

Absent:- Rory Braund, Clementine Miller, Blake Proudfoot !
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Centuries !
!

!
6 Wicket Bags!
!

PLAYER DATE OPPOSITION FIGURES TEAM

Matt Newman 22 February Cornwall 6/78 Premier

Andrew Scott 8 March North Shore 6/40 Premier

Tom Harris 19 October Kumeu 6/54 Premier 
Reserves

Andrew Scott 7 December Kumeu 6/27 Premier 
Reserves

Corey Parr-
Thomson 8 February Papatoetoe 6/56 Senior C1

Sam Baker 8 February Cavaliers 6/31 One Day 3A 
69ers

Nick Fong 18 January AISC 6/24 One Day 3A 
69ers

Matthew 
Cheeseman 23 November Auckland 

University 6/20 One Day 4C 
Renegades
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CENTURIES DATE OPPOSITION SCORE TEAM

Matt Drum 18 January North Shore 107* Premier

Avantha 
Hewavitharana

2 November Papatoetoe 113 Senior C1

Tim Phua 7 December Hibiscus Coast 101* Senior C1

Jon Cowley 25 January Kumeu 142* Senior C2

Yaadvinder Singh 30 November Grafton Indo/Kiwi 
Gujaratis 101* One Day 2A 

Fearless XI
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Senior Team Awards!
!

!
Senior Club Awards!
!

!!

TEAM PLAYER OF THE YEAR PLAYERS’ PLAYER

Premiers Matt Newman Matt Scott

Premier Reserves Ryan Wall Melvyn Lucas

Senior A Keshav Mohan Ajay Balaraman

Senior C1 Corey Parr-Thomson James Blair

Senior C2 Sam Edkins Dinul Cooray

President’s Grade Vikram Khanna Nalin Perera

One Day 1A Vinay Iswar Udesh Savania

One Day 2A - Fearless XI Yaadvinder Singh Sarabjit Singh

One Day 3A - The 69ers Sam Baker Peter Manson

One Day 4C - Renegades Matthew Cheeseman Davey Brown
Sunday T20 - Westpac 

Warriors Todd McFlynn Mark "Richardson" Steed
Sunday T20 1A - Crazy 

Horses Ajay Balaraman Avi Singh

AWARD WINNER

Sports Quiz Champions Crazy Horses

General Knowledge Quiz Champions President’s Grade

Under 18 Player of the Year Anubhav Thapa

Highest Score John Cowley 

Most Improved 3rd Grade Player Keshav Mohan

Most Promising Fast Bowler Dinul Cooray

Team of the Year President’s Grade

Sportsmanship Award James Blair

Williams Club Spirit Award Senior A

Club Person of the Year Award Dhruv "Toto" Charles

Player of the Year Dean Bartlett
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Senior Two Day Awards!
!

!
Senior One Day Awards!
!

!

AWARD WINNER

Best Batting Average Tim Phua

Best Bowling Average Corey Parr-Thomson

Best Wicketkeeper Marc Carmody

Most Improved Dinul Cooray

Most Wickets Matt Newman

AWARD WINNER

Best Batting Average Vikram Khanna

Best Bowling Average Manoj Patel

Best Wicketkeeper Will Harding

Most Improved Doug Greaney

Most Runs Vikram Khanna

Most Wickets Sam Baker
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Junior Team Awards!
!

!
Junior Individual Awards!
!

JUNIOR TEAM 
AWARDS

PLAYER OF THE 
YEAR

PLAYERS’ 
PLAYER

COACH’S AWARD MOST IMPROVED

Yr 9/10 - Ellerslie 
Barry Frost Seth Gupwell Jameel Hussein Amit Patel Daniel McKenzie

Yr 7 - Ellerslie 
Brynley Goodger

Monte Carlo 
Maynard Dion Price Kuvam Manon Wei Kit Ng

Yr 6 - Ellerslie 
Warren 

Chapman

Dhananjay 
Manon Trent Thomson Harjot Singh Piraheen 

Thayanantham
Yr 5 - Ellerslie 

Frank Lancaster
Dhanushka 
Amuwala Cole McShane Halen MacMillan Michael Gwynne

Yr 5 - Ellerslie 
Ken Hjorth Varun Garg Varun Garg Alex French Archie Freeland

Yr 4 - Ellerslie 
John Molesworth

Benjamin 
Chambers Daniel Pluck Tharana 

Seneviratne Sahaj Padalia
Yr 4 - Ellerslie 
Raewyn Cowie George Turner Thomas Joyce Smit Shah Theo Nicholson
Yr 3 - Ellerslie 

Dave Cosgrove
Zach Freeland & 

Oliver Kelly Hugh Arnold Kodey McShane Elijah Ivimey
Yr 3 - Ellerslie 
Mark Benefield Astin Richards Lucas Crowhen Mithun Ramassh Adam Walters

Ellerslie Girls 
U10 Mary Stanfield

Jessica Ellis & 
Poppy 

Cavanagh-
Briggs & Riley 
Ariyawansa & 
Mary Stanfield

Zahra 
Abeysekara

Ellerslie Girls 
U12 Rosa Caird Eva Sutherland Eva Sutherland

Ellerslie St Kents 
U12 Chelsea Hayden Laura Stanhope 

& Lexi McOrmish Sophie Rickman

AWARD WINNER

Year 3 Player of the Year Astin Richards

Year 4 Player of the Year George Turner

Year 5 Player of the Year Chanith Doluweera

Best Morning Fielder Sol Alete Freeman

Best Morning Batsman Dhananjay Manon

Best Morning Bowler Kuvam Manon

Best Morning Allrounder Monte Carlo Maynard
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!
Central Representatives!
!

!

Best Morning Wicketkeeper Varun Garg

Most Afternoon Catches Seth Gupwell

Best Afternoon Wicketkeeper Taine Wilson

Best Afternoon Fielder Vivek Gajelli

Best Afternoon Batsman Allan McBride

Best Afternoon Bowler Jacob Carroll

Beauty Spot Girls' Trophy Zara Smith

Most Consistent Afternoon Cricketer Allan McBride

Most Improved Afternoon Cricketer Jagdeep Paul

Most Consistent Junior Monte Carlo Maynard

McIntosh Trophy for Most Improved Junior Dion Price

Junior Club Player of the Year Dhananjay Manon

Best and Fairest Jacob Green

Mr Cricket Allan McBride

Junior Club Personality Tony Chambers

Coach of The Year Bevan McShane

Girls Convenor Award Darcy Woolford

AWARD WINNER

NAME TEAM

Kuvam Manon PSB Development 1

Jacob Carroll PSB Development 2

Aston Avery Under 16 A

Jean-Pierre (JP) Dickson Under 18 Development

Vivek Pundir Under 18 Development

Sam Edkins Under 18 Development

Divanga Doluweera Under 18 Development

Dinul Cooray Under 18 Development

Anubhav Thapa Under 18 A
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Sponsors  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Ellerslie Cricket would like to thank all the sponsors for 
their support.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
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Ellerslie Cricket would like to thank all the funding 
organisations for their support.!
!
!
!
!
!
!!
      	

       	
!
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